
TRANSPARENCY 
INTERNATIONAL-PAKISTAN 

21st June, 2017 

Dr. Muhammad Irshad Khan, 
Chairman, 
Federal Board of Revenue, 
Government of Pakistan, 
Islamabad. 

4-C, Mezzanine Floor, Khayaban-e-lttehad, Phase VII, 
Defence Housing Authority, Karachi. 
Tel: (92-21) 35390408, 35311897-8, 
Fax: (92-21) 35390410 
E-mail: ti.pakistan@gmail.com 
Website: www.transparency.org.pk 

Sub: Violation of Public Procurement Rules by FBR in the Tender Notice for Supply, Install 
and Operation of!T- Based Services for Electronic Monitoring ofTobacco System. 

Complaint of Collusion by FBR and Complaint of Collusion by FBR. 

Dear Sir, 

Transparency International Pakistan refers to its letter No. TL 17/2405/6A dated 24th May, 
2017 on the violation of Public Procurement Rules 2004, of charging Rs. I 0,000 fee which is 
not allowed, as well as not giving in the tender notice, the mandatory requirements date and 
time of opening of tender in presence of bidders, in the FBR Tender Notice for Supply, Install 
and Operation of IT- Based Services for Electronic Monitoring ofTobacco System. 

FBR did not respond, which confirms that FBR had no ground to justify the violations. 

From a complaint received from M/s De La Rue International, England on 15th June 2017, an 
allegation is made that the procurement is being for a pre-chosen vender. Annex-A. (3 
letters) 

The allegations by the complainant are reproduced below; 

We would like to stress again that we fully support the initiative by the FER to 
introduce such a scheme and we recognise the value if can bring. Our concerns are 
that the requirements as described in the tender are biased towards one spec(fic 
solution and one single bidder and because of this, will not lead to a suitable scheme 
being specified, will be unnecessarily expensive and disruptive, and ultimately, will 
not solve the countries problems of illicit trade. or increase tax revenues 

It is our assertion therefhre, that this tender must be cancelled. A new tender should 
then be reissued with a focus on selecting a solution that will best solve the challenges 
faced by the FER and other key stakeholders, whilst bringing best value to the 
government and people of Pakistan 

De La Rue has for many decades been a supporter of, and partner to Pakistan and has 
had the honour of working with the government on large and strategically important 
projects - the development, implementation and ultimate tramfer of the Pakistan 
Security Print Company is a perfect example of this. It is our belief that the success of 
projects such as these are built on a close consultative partnership 

The complainant has also filed a complaint against FBR in CCP. 

A NON-PARTISAN, NON-PROFIT COALITION AGAINST CORRUPTION 
Donations exempted from tax U/S 2 (36) (c) of I. Tax Ordinance 2001 
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15th June 2017. 

Mr Sohail Muzaffar 
Chairman, Transparency International Pakistan 
4-C, Mezzanine Floor, Khayaban-e-lttehad, Phase VII, 
Defence Housing Authority, 
Karachi, Pakistan 

Dear Sir, 
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Our attention was drawn to the letter (attached) issued by Transparency International 
Pakistan on 24th May 2017 to the Federal Board of Revenue concerning potential 
transgressions in procurement policy via the publication of the RFP for TAX 
STAMPS, MONITORING & TRACKING SYSTEM, 24th May 2017. 

De La Rue International has expressed for many years enthusiasm to bid for this 
project and has carried out extensive research and stakeholder engagement 
(tobacco industry, NADRA, FBR) to ensure a transparent process that, through 
successful implementation of this project, will bring maximum benefit to Pakistan 
through significant reduction in illicit tobacco trading and enhanced collection of 
taxation revenues. 

To align with the concerns raised by your organisation, it is our belief that this RFP 
appears to have been written in such a way as to heavily favour one single vendor, 
and it does not therefore display the openness expected of such a high profile 
international procurement process. We believe that far from bringing value and 
benefit to the FBR, this process will not yield the best technical solution nor bring 
best value to the Government and people of Pakistan. 

We have concerns that such a process as this does not reflect well on the procuring 
entity (FBR), and could have implications in respect of the reputation and integrity for 
the relevant Government bodies. 

As a result, and after careful consideration, we have taken the decision to raise our 
concerns formally with a number of parties, not least the FBR itself, and we attach 
for your information copy of the appeals that we have lodged. 

Reg1stcrcd Office· De La Rue House, Jays C'lo~e. Vinbles, Bas1ngstoke, Hampslwe RG22 '-IBS Reg1ste1ed No 58025 England 



We kindly draw your attention to the fact that our concerns appear to be aligned with 
not just Tl but also other stakeholder and potential bidders for this work, and it 
remains our firm intention to promote the withdrawal by FBR of this RFP. 

Should you wish to discuss the concerns we raise then please do not hesitate to 
contact us. Our contact details are as per the letterhead. 

With thanks for your considered attention to this matter. 

Yours Sincerely, 

ppJeremy Stillman 
Director, Business Development. 

De La Rue Contacts for Enquiries: 
Andrew Gilbert andrew.gilbert@uk.delarue.com 

Bill Taylor 

Attachments: 

+44-7979-245511 
bill.taylor@uk.delarue.com 
+44-7710-739136 

Tl Pakistan Letter to FBR dated 24th May 2017 
De La Rue International Letter to FBR dated 14th June 2017 
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Points of contention and questions from De La Rue and 

NADRA 

The tender document contains 260 discrete specification items for the track and trace 
and IT solution, the vast majority of which are mandatory. This appears to be lifted 
from exclusive specification documents we have previously seen from schemes 
introduced by a known compalny in other countries. 

It would be more typical for the problem facing the board of revenue to be stated or 
the solution requirements outlined in the RFP to allow responders to submit solutions 
that they believe will be the most appropriate to solve the challenges being faced. 

This approach is the most common seen for RFPs of this type with 20 or 30 mandated 
requirements and the freedom for bidders to use their expertise when responding to 
the RFP. This ultimately gives the revenue authority a number of solutions to choose 
from based on the quality of their technical response and suitability for the local 
challenges. 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please explain why this very rigid approach 
has been taken and where the very exact specification list of 260 items has 
been taken from7 

There is a requirement for a specific machine readable security technology to be 
included and linked to the coding on the stamps. This is a technology that is well 
known as being supplied by, proprietary to a single company and never known to be 
licenced. This has been further linked to a requirement for a single mobile reader that 
can read this security feature and also read the code printed on the stamp 

This is a patented and proprietary technology and involves the purchase of dedicated 
and very expensive readers. 

In order for other vendors to meet this requirement they would have to infringe the 
patents held by this single bidder or completely redevelop a similar, but non
proprietary technology, with the associated time and cost implications. 

The inclusion of this type of feature set precludes other suppliers and increases 
dramatically the cost to the FBR. It is also important for the FBR to know that this 
solution is increasingly being rejected by governments across the world (see examples 
below). 

This is not only due to the exclusive supply source and cost, but more importantly, 
state-of-the-art in this field is to use a secure mobile app that can be made available 
for smartphones, allowing inspectors, customs officials AND the public to be engaged 
easily in the authentication process. 

This much more flexible approach has a much lower cost and allows the use of 
existing srnartphones or the purchase of new phones with costs as low at SlOO per 
unit. 

Page Jl 
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We have seen this method for authentication and track and trace being specified in 
many similar tenders in recent years from developing countries such as Sudan, 
Cameroon, Rwanda, Sri Lanka and Botswana. 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please explain why this proprietary detection 
technology has been specified, how it expects other bidders to quote against 
this patented solution and why it believes it has advantages over a secure app 
and srnartphone? 

The RFP includes a requirement for consolidated yearly revenues of in excess of USD 
100 million. Whilst this requirement is something that De La Rue could easily comply 
with, it is an unusually high revenue requirement in tenders of this type and precludes 
the vast majority of the likely bidders that have solutions that may be deemed 
suitable for this RFP. 

It is also usual to insist that bidders have not made a loss during a 3 to 5 year period 
leading up to the RFP. Having a stable and successful business to undertake the 
requirements of the RFP and work with the FBR is the most important requirement 
Simply asking for a high revenue from bidders, does not support this, which is why 
having a profitability requirement is more usual. 

De La Rue question: Can you please explain why a figure of $100 million 
annual revenue has been specified and why there is no requirement for bidders 
to be profitable and successful7 

The RFP includes a requirement to demonstrate in-house coded stamp production 
capacity above 10 billion. 

This could be considered extreme and prohibitive and limits responses to one single 
bidder globally and seems to have been included with the intention to exclude all 
other likely bidders. 

It does not seem a necessary requirement given volume estimates today fol4.5 billion 
tobacco starnps per annum. It is also not clear if this capacity should be 'free capacity', 
i.e. a large empty factory doing nothing and waiting for work, or a factory that has 
facilities to manufacture 10 billion stamps per annum, but may be full. Neither 
situation is realistic nor useful and we have never seen this requirement in a tax stamp 

RFP. 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please explain why this capacity requirement 
has been included and what exactly is meant by 'capacity', and how they will 
overcome the issue of only one bidder being able to meet the requirements7 

The RFP includes a requirement for the bidder to confirm that, within one year after 
signing of the contract, all the secu1·ity tax stamps will be produced, coded & 
distributed from within the territory of Pakistan. 

PR.lVATE Page\ 2 
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Moreover the bidder shall ensure at least $7.5 million dollars investment in PJkistan 
relating to Track & Trace system within 1 year after the signing of the contract. 

As the FBR will know, the one security print facility in country (PSPC) is engaged in a 
Joint Venture with a leading global security ink and stamp provider and the sarne one 
as mentioned on numerous occasions during this document as the beneficial 'single 
sole bidder', so is not an option for any other company to partner with. It should also 
be mentioned that this facility was built and operated by De La Rue before being 
transferred to the Government of Pakistan. The JV mentioned above came much later. 

This stipulation therefore precludes all international bidders without a cu1rent printing 
facility in country, or by insisting that a new facility is built, adds considerable and 
unnecessary cost to any bidder needing to commission such a facility. It is also 
important to consider that various state-of-the-art tax stamp printing and coding 
facilities exist elsewhere in the world and are owned and run by the world's leading 
manufacturers. 

These facilities have been invested in over decades and can provide the most 
advanced solutions. PSPC, the only facility currently in Pakistan has no current stamp 
facilities or experience. Producing billions of stamps to the exacting standa1·ds 
required for high speed application is a difficult process, so using the experience and 
facilities of existing international facilities seems a much high quality and lower 1isk 
solution. 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please explain why there is a mandated 
requirement for stamps to be printed coded and distributed from Pakistan, 
especially given that the only existing security print facility has a current joint 
venture arrangement with one of the leading bidders? 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please also explain why a figure of $7.5 
million is required as an investment in Pakistan during the first year? Does this 
relate to the investment required at PSPC to enable them to produce tax 
stamps? 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR explain how it will overcome the issue of the 
same single sole bidder being able meet these requirements without the 
obvious competitive disadvantage of having to build a complete new security 
print facility? 

The requirement for the Bid Currency to be exclusively and strictly PAl< Rupees. 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please explain why the currency is stated as 
PAK Rupees in section 3.6 and in US Dollars in Annex 6? 

It is usual for international tenders of this type to ask for quotations using 
international traded currencies such as Euros, USD of GBP. 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please explain why this is not the case and 
please consider changing this requirement to allow fair bidding by international 
businesses? 

Paqe I 3 
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Item 1A, 1b) Volume of over 15 billion banderoles (tax stamps) supplied per year for 
different product categories to gain maximum points 

Only one bidder currently producers over 15 billion stamps per annum and this clearly 
excludes all other potential vendors. This brings no advantage to this RFP as 
producing 15 billion stamps per year is not required for the RFP and gives no 
guarantee of quality. 

It is also very strange that this has such a high score in the evaluation and that it is 
this minimum volume or if not zero points. Again, this seems to be biased towards 
aiding a single bidder. A typical requirement seen in tenders would be 500 million per 
annum. 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please explain why this 15 billion stamp 
annual volume has been included and how it can justify the ver·y high points 
score? 
De La Rue question: Can the FBR also explain how it is reasonable to include 
an evaluation criteria that only one sole bidder can meet? 

Part A and Part B in general 

These complete sections refer to experience in multiple countries, with multiple 
products for multiple years and awards 30% of the complete evaluation criteria based 
on these answers. 

Whilst De La Rue accepts that experience is important when choosing a successful 
bidder, and indeed we have a great deal of experience ourselves, the levels of 
experience and references called for are far greater and wider ranging than are 
typically seen in tenders of this type. 

It is our view that the levels of experience described favour one beneficial and sole 
bidder, giving them the opportunity to gain maximum marks with all other potential 
bidders scoring zero, or near zero. 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please explain why these levels of experience 
and references have been chosen? 
De La Rue question: Can the FBR also explain how it is reasonable to include 
an evaluation criteria that only one sole bidder can meet? 

Assumption that domestic manufacturers are equipped with stamping machines. 

This is an incorrect assumption. Our intelligence suggests that the lar·ge 
manufacturers in Pakistan do not have stamp application equipment in country It is 
also believed that the, in excess of 25, independent smaller manufacturers certainly 
have none of these facilities. 

This assumptions shows a lack of understanding or research into this matter. Having 
worked with the tobacco industry for decades and specified 100s of stamp application 
machines, it is our belief that the time needed to equip the full manufacturing base in 
Pakistan with stamp applicators is at least 26 weeks. 
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De La Rue question: Can the FBR please explain how this can be done within 
the 22 week suggested timeline and how the timeline will be adjusted to reflect 
the installation of stamp applicators? 

Fully functional prototype stamps to be tested and approved within 5 weeks. 

The stamp applicators discussed above will be needed to test the stamps. This 
therefore cannot happen until T0+26W. 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please explain how this issue will be allowed 
for? 

All elements of the time line are very compressed and completely unrealistic. They 
need to be examined in depth and compared to real life examples of similar scherr1es 
from other countries. 

Our experience of implementing schemes and our observations of schemes being 
implemented by our competitors, is that a solution of the scale being considered by 
the FBR will take 9 to 12 months to fully implement. It should be noted that this 
assumes delay free access to 'difficult' regions of the country and complete 

cooperation from all tobacco manufacturers. 

It is our observation that this scheme could only be implemented in 22 weeks if a 
single sole bidder was given 6 months advanced warning and, as rne11tioned by us 
during the meeting, be working on this already. 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please explain how the steps shown in the 
timeline were calculated, the activity expected in each by the bidder, the FBR 
and the tobacco manufacturers, and how the total of 22 weeks was deemed a 
realistic full implementation period? 

Section 2.1 states that 'The Proposer/Bidder shall offer a solution on a turnkey basis 
absorbing all upfront capital and ongoing revenue costs. This meatrs the Government 
of Pakistan will not make any investment towards the project'. 

This is not unusual and is well known for many tenders of this type and typically 
requires bidders to include all costs in the price pet 1000 tax stamps. These stamps 
are then sold by the winning bidder to the revenue agency, by the revenue agency to 
the tobacco manufacturers, and in this way becomes cost free for the government 

However, Annex 6- Price Schedule, requires bidders to show pricing for 6 categories 
of item from tax stamps to mobile devices and from IT infrastructure to hardware and 
software at the manufacturers This does not fit with the model described above of 
having all costs amortised into the per 1000 tax stamp price. 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please explain how the pricing model for the 
RFP is expected to work? 
It is clearly stated in section 2.1 that the government will make no upfront 
investment, so if items 2 to 6 in the Price Schedule are not to be included in the 
price of the tax stamps. 
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De La Rue question: Can the FBR please explain how they will be paid for, by 
whom and when? To produce a carefully calculated price for the project this 
information is vital. 

Items 5 and 6 in the Pricing Schedule relate to the hardware & softwa1e, installation 
and training for automated and manual systems to be used on tobacco lines. 

De La Rue question: In order to price these items accurately; can the FBR 
please confirrn the exact number of manufacturers needing equipment, the 
number of production sites per manufacturer with the exact addresses, the 
number of production lines at each production site, the specification of each 
production line- equipment models, line speed and output levels? 

As no time has been allowed for bidders to undertake site visits during the tendering 
process. 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please also confirm the IT facilities available 
at each manufacturing site and the availability if any, of internet access and the 
speeds available? This is obviously critical when calculating the costs of 
equipment to ensure the required activation and reporting of stamp usages. 

There is also a requirement for bidders to undertake installation of the systems at the 
tobacco manufacturers, service these through the life of the contract and cznry·out 
training. 

De La Rue question: Can the FBR please comment on how realistic this is for 
manufacturing facilities located in the more remote and less secure areas of 
Pakistan and how the safety of the bidder's personnel will be guaranteed? 
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Mr. Chairman 
Federal Board of Revenue 
Islamabad 
Pakistan 

Dear Chairman 

RFP forT tv< STAMPS, MONITORING & TRACKING SYSTEM 
Points of contention and questions from De La Rue and NADRA 

!CIE LJ'l, fllJE iNTEfiNATlONAL. LIMITliO 

We ""'ere very pleased to see that The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) re£:en!.ly published 311 

RFP forT AX STAMPS, MONITORING & TRACKING SYSTEM. De La Rue International h;1s 
expressed enthusiasm for many years to contribute to this project We have carred out 
extensive research and stakeholder engagement during a len y-ear period to ensure a good 
understanding of the local requirements and chaBenges faced by the FBR and by the tobacco 
manufacturers. This, and our experience of implementing similar schemes across the globe, 
gives us confidence in our ability to propose solutions that will bring maximum benefit to 
Pakistan through significant reductions in illicit tmde and enhanced taxation revenues. 

As you will be aware, •,o.;e have purchased the tender documents and attended the pre-tender 
bidders' meeting at the FBR on Thursday 3th June 2017. You wi!l have noted the many less 
than posiUve interventions from various parties, which we respect will have made this a 
challenging forum for lo manage. In contrast, we trust you appreciated our intention to 
contribute constructive~' on several occasions during this meeting to seek clarification on a 
number of intervention points and to express our fim1 opinion th:Jt the tender is biased to·,;ards a 
single bidder ::1nd does not ::1How for a competitive bidd;ng process. 

As requested at the meeting, we have enclosed herein a document outlining our concerns about 
the current tender and asking a number of clarification questions. IJVe respectfully <:Jsk that the 
FBR acknowiedges receipt of this document, responds futly to our concems and gives detailed 
answers to each of the questions raised. Jn line with nom1al procedure and process. we would 
also request please a copy of the attendee register, a transcript of the meeting showing the 
questions asked by attendees and the ans•Ners given, and copies of all questions submitted in 
writing, noting the party askmg these questions and the ans· .. vers provider by the FBR 

VIle ""nuld like to stress ::1gain that we fully support the initiative by the FBR to introduce such a 
scheme and w-e recognise the value it can bring. Our concerns are that the requirements as 
described in the tender are biased towards one specific solution and one single bidder and 
because of this, will not lead to a suitable scheme being specified, will be unnecessan ly 
expensive and disruptive, and ultimately', will not solve the countries problems of iHicil trade, or 
increase tax revenues. 
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lt is our assertion therefore, that this tender must be cancelled. A new tender should then be 
reissued with a focus on se~cting a solution that w111 best solve the challenges faced by the 
FBR ann other key stakeholders, whifst bringing best value to the govemment and people of 
Pakistan. 

De La Rue has for many dec:Jdes been a supporter of, and partner to Pakistan and has had the 
honour of 'Norking with the go•temment on large and strategically important JXojects -the 
development, implenlenlation and ultimate transfer of the Pakistan Security Print Company is a 
perfect example ot this. It is our belief that the success of projects such as these are buill on a 
close consultativ-e partnership. Vv'e remain therefore re.ady to assist the FBR in every way v.-e 
can and would be available to answer questions or, if you feel it ""'Ould be helpful, meet in 
person at a time to suit )tourse(ves. 

We respectfully request your considered attention lo this mat1er and we look forward to 
receiving your tu·ll and con1plete response. 

Yours sincere~)'' 

pp. Jeremy Stillman 
Director, Business De·velopment 
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July, 20l4 

MrTariq Baj\va, 
Chairman, 
Federal Board of Revenue. 
Jslnmabau 

Sub: Obiection on FBR Tender· for tnoniloring of!\Tanufaeturin£ lndustril'S, an eve 
wnsh, qnd not a scriou:-o d'fort to eollect Ih 2.000 billion 1ax cva:-;ion 

Lh:ar Sir. 

Tr<mspan:ncy lnternatiunal Pakistan hus 1\~C('ivcd cmnplaint tm the FBR Tender on th~: 

cxprcsskm of imerest i(lr setting up of system to monitor numuJ:1cturing industries 
productiott for climinaLing tax theft from the economy. 

In this regard FBR is rdcrred to the Cigan:ues: Tnx Stamp project announ~.:cJ by FBR ln 
2012. Tl Pakistan was also included in the tcmn to revise the RFP l(lf that lt~ntkr. FBR did 
not proccs~ that Project, which requirt•d bidd~·rs to !1nance tb~ project with no mv~qment to 
be Incurred by FBR. und the bidder who of!ercd !he lowest perccnlagc of addi!tonai reh·nue 
sh~lrlng with FHR would have been awarded the project. 

The ob.kctions of the complainant arc quoted below; 

1) That there is no universal system that can moniwr production for purpose of tax .:vnsiun 
w:rllSs hundreds of different products, production processes using varied t~.:cbnolugh:s Cor 
production. 

2) That even if tlll industry-pmduct-prodw.:tion-llow SJx·cilic s,ystem is heing sought then the 
solutions will have following \\Cilkm:sses: 

a) Either !he production now by volmne or proJuctkm by wdght ur production b) 
packs will be recorded. What shall ensure tbcn ! pr\1duct ion lrnc out of many in one 
fudory \\US nol opcr~1tcd without the instulled equipmenL These production lines can 
cith~.~r be monrtorcd by video surveilbnce which b a primitive ide;1 since n Jltctory 
may have 10 production tines and would require 30 people lo watch the n:mutc vitlcu 
on real time ju"t w know tlhtt no fiddling with onc of the !Jncs \\as done. [n ) 
identil1ed industries FBR will have to monitor 50 odd facklries \\ ith at lc:Jst 200 
production lines ln 3 shifts. Such a counter survei !lance is flO\\ lwre ro be seen and 
shall require 600 people to doth;.: job. lmagin.:.~ this system being impll'mc1Hcd across 
all inuustrk~s in Pakistan 

b) Anotht:r possible way could be to take ERP data from industry, again there wiH b·: 
issues like not a!l industry will have all ERP tnoduks, SrnaHcr industr;,· will nut have 
ERP ::;olutions at aiL Last but not the h:ast ERP is an internal con!rol system and 
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cmmut be m:Hk' mandatory for any tndu&try f~)r· sakt:' uf FBI<\ inclmlpcwnc,· tu 
m:lllage the tax tllett through thl:ir corTupt inspectors nnd o!lidals. 

c} Frum thl.' FBR ducL!ll1Cllt it seems they arc seeking ERP bao~o·d so!uti,m ~b the;. ;tre 
asking impkmentt~r·s e:xpcricnce in Pakistan. Prodw.:tion monitoring in the worh.L 
c.copc of ERP is only available for Oil and Gds imlustry internatioJully and never 
l11.:an:l of in Pakistan ,m a larg..: s~ak. 

3) Thai a system earlier plnmlt:d for cigurt~tws was more logical which was w monitor \axe" 
paid on products for sales in the marf,et. All tcgnl and logical taxes on tlnish..:d products are 
payable mH.:e the products arc dear !0 be moved 1.JL1t of the manufi.lctmrng, hcrK<.' :-;~.,·~Cking 
production record will alway~ require ;w additional ::.urv<.'itbnce tu track good supplicJ tu the 
market. How can FBI< or uny uth::r agency who has taken pruductiun n:c•lrd limmgh 
"indlgcmms smart systL~m". wiU rcconcik: goods supplicd to 400000 nutlctc; 'h t_coods 
pmduccd and monitored through lhc dcsir~.~d system. 

4) That whJt happened to cigarew:s tax stamp proje~:t? W~JS that dropped Ju~~ to prcs:;ure 
from lurgt·~t tax paying cane~? Or w~1s that a brib(: drive just to colh:~t illicit nwn<.:) by 
threatening a specific induslry by announcing tightening llf t:ontrols by mivcnisc:rnent given 
out of public money. 

5) That h~l;; HW .. tnken industry in cunlilknce through the us:;ociations and chall\bcr·s nl 

~.:umm~rce on such a step? 

6) That what ensures that !he tlssoeiations and chamber of c.ommcrcc will nmjump In agaw~t 
:;m:h a plan und a!! ¢Xercbe shall go in vein like in the cu:;e of cigareth.:s tax st:rmp pWJCI..'l 
failure ofFBR? 

7) That in::.tcad of going for highly cxpensiH: IK~\\ cxpcrlmenl in the world or pruJuctiun 
monitoring on exchcqLJcr's funding, HlR should t(,Uow the ear!h:r modd ,Jt cigarettes tax 
stamp proj..:ct, ba!>cd on no funding by exdwquc·r. and additional collection revenue sharing. 

8) That can H3R explain the following apprdh:nsions : 

a) Why thb EO! will he not tt·ashcd like the Tax Swmp EO! for clgan:th:s? 

b) From \\here in tbc wodd FBR has taken the ide:1 i()r pn)dLtction nhH\itmtng'.1 Cm1 
they be specific uboutthc solutitlilS and their impkmcntation in Jitkrcnt ,·connmt.:-~·) 

c) Is it !kH a fact that tlli~ experiment is an dTort that the entir~.~ pro..::cs~. d.:..:nwd t,) 

f~LiL is to addn:ss !he desires of FBR tcclmical!y. and after [ts J:illun: FGR will 
amwLmcc that thl.':y have tried but tht: system \\a;, rHJt successful? Th;.: cxcr,;i~;c is 
bt:ing undcr!akt"n to allow the corrupt mana In FBR to continue having a fret: hand in 
Tax Evasion as has bc.:n the practice since decades now. 

Tl Pakistan ha:;; exam im:d the complaint, and suggest that th ts \\hull: ex ere tsc \\ill cw~'-· k1ss 
of billions of rupees. to the exchequer. ns the project is likely to fail, <md abo rnam wars will 
be lost to cu!lttl the tax evaded money, 
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!n tile grcat~r interest of SLH;ccss of plugging tax evasion, TI Pal;. bran suggest the current EO! 
may only be proceeded once sati~factory replies to all above queries ar~ provided with sounJ 
and solid r;,;·uslms. FBR must ul~o explain its position for not pursuing Cigarettes tax stamp 
pt\~jcct which was ini!iatcd by FBR ami then dropped by tbcm. For aU practic;Jl n:asons and 
global trend the !lrst monitoring of tax evasion in all economies had been on the heaviest 
ta:-:ed item whicb \vithou! doubt is cigarettes. A sample of four time increase in tax n:venue 
by introducing Cigarettes tax stamp project in one Sate of India is enclosed for FBR io 
review and follov.<, 

lmnspan:ncy lnlemational Pakistan is striving to have tran:.parcncy in proced:m::. and Ruh: 
or Law in Pakistan. which is the only \UlY to eliminate corruption nnd have good txOVerncmc.: 
in ~nmnry. 

Copies fimvarded f()r infom1ation and appropriate action under the mcmdat.: vested as the 
bid submission date is 23 July 20 l•t to, 

l. S.:crctary to the Prime Minister. for intormat ion of the Prime ~vtinistcr, blamab~ld. 
2. Chairman NAB, ls!amabad. with a n:quesl to take action under NAO 1999. 
3. \\1inister <JfFim:mu,\ Islarnabad, with a request to note that this proje(t is an eye \\HSh 

patronized by vested inttrcsts. and must be streamlined to suc(.;eed, 
4. Federal Tax Ombudsman, Islamabad. with u n:quest to take action under FlO 

Ordinance. as FBR seems to be using deliberate delay tactics to an)id rca! tax 
co!ltction. 

5. Registrar. Supreme Court Pakiswn, blanmhad. 
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